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WEB-mindSCapE

Claudia Robles-Angel

Germany - Colombia

WEB-MINDSCAPE is an interactive installation joining diverse aspects, such as social network, 
sound, brainwaves and visual elements. It creates an immersive audiovisual environment, which is 
site-specific, where sound is diffused in surround, and the visual elements consist of light produced 
through electroluminescent wires 
(EL wires).

Visitors are invited to interact with the audiovisual environment (light and sound) by using an EEG 
interface, which reads their brain activity. Thereby, they are confronted to messages from a social 
network (in this case, Twitter). The tweet messages are turned into audible sound, and the computer 
measures thereafter the cerebral activity of the visitors, and analyses their emotional reactions to 
both the environment and the tweets, transforming this data into visual and audible signals, which 
reproduce how the inner of the subject is influenced by the outer environment and at the same time, 
having an impact on the installation’s audiovisual environment. 

anatomía para El movimiEnto: línEa 3

Monica Bate Vidal

Chile

Anatomía para el movimiento: línea 3 is a project where you can see wire that has the characteristic of 
being composed of two materials (Niquel and Titanium) that react differently when they are exposed 
to a certain temperature. This makes that this object, called generically Muscle Wire, appears to be an 
object gifted with life that twists itself when stimulated with electricity as if it was a little Frankenstein.

The act of observation has become scarce in this fast-paced world. In Anatomía para el movimiento, the 
author turns this wire in an observation subject, in the same way that the scientists contemplate a flower, 
an animal, a part of the body or any natural phenomena; to then translate these observations to a medium 
that can make that act (the observation) to last through illustrations.

What builds the installation of Anatomía para el movimiento: línea 3, are then modules that refer 
to the representation (illustrations / drawings) and to what is represented (Muscle Wire), where 
the drawing translates time into space (sequence).
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